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Teachers’ Notes 
 

Curriculum subject: History 

Key Stage: 2 

 

Theme: Life in Victorian Britain  

 
Rationale 

Images of affluent Victorians are plentiful. According to Charles Booth’s poverty map of 

London however, well over a third of Londoners - and in reality a far greater percentage of the 

national population - lived in abject poverty. So what was it like to be poor in Victorian Britain? 

Of course, this is something we can never really know, but evidence can help to provide us 

with a sense of the society and conditions in which many children lived and help us to examine 

some of the changes that have taken place in the lives of children since. This lesson is aimed at 

children in upper Key Stage 2 and could form part of a larger study of the Victorians and/or 

Industrial Britain as part of a chronological unit of study after 1066. 

Content 
Historical sources:  

 The middle class home, as portrayed in advert for Petroleum oil cooking stoves by 

Wright & Butler Limited (1885)Advertisement for clothing by Chas. Baker & Co (c 

1885) 

 Penny dreadful, The Poor Boys of London (c 1866) 

 A letter about Ragged Schools (1853) 

 Report on child labour (1842) 

 'Father Thames Introducing his Offspring to the Fair City of London' from Punch 

(1858) 

 Advertisement for The Royal Hotel, Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex (c 1886) 

 Advertisement for Henry Heath's ladies' hats (1884) 

 The Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine (c 1860) 

 The Young Clerk's Manual (1848) 

 Beeton's Book of Household Management (1861) 

 Photograph of the beach at Hastings, Sussex (c 1864) 

 The Old Closes and Streets of Glasgow (c 1864) 

 Manuscript of the Preface to the 1850 edition of Charles Dickens's Oliver Twist  

Recommended reading (short articles): 

The working classes and the poor by Liza Picard  
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Orphans in fiction by John Mullan 

 

Key questions 

 What was it like to live in Victorian Britain? 

 What were the key differences in life for rich and poor? 

Activities 
1) Show the image of the Middle Class Home, Royal Hotel, Clerks manual, Mrs Beeton, 

Heath’s Hats, Photograph of the beach, middle class clothing and the English Woman’s 

Domestic Magazine. Explore with students what messages these give about the lives of 

the children in the images. Build up a class mind map of words that might describe the 

people in the images and their lives as well as any other vocabulary that might occur 

from the sources. This could be done in groups, asking each group to look at one 

source and each contributing to a larger class map.  

2) Now compare this to the letter about ragged schools, report on child labour, the poor 

boys of London, the old closes and streets of Glasgow and Father Thames. Again, build 

up a class mind map of descriptive vocabulary about the lives of poor children. 

3) Use the images of Victorian Britain by Gustave Dore. Ask children to sort the images 

according to whether they fit with the first or the second list or neither.  What further 

vocabulary and information can the images add to the mind maps?  

4) Explore the style of Dore and use the mind maps and children’s knowledge gained to 

produce artistic representations of Victorian life. 

5) What key differences existed between the middle and upper classes and the poor? 

Read extracts of Motherless Mary or the Poor Boys of London together (simplified if 

necessary). Who are these stories aimed at? How do the authors use language to help 

to create the images of life for poor children? Can we tell what the authors’ feelings 

towards the poor were from these stories?  

6) Use the mind maps and vocabulary already created to help children to write the next 

chapter of the story.  
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